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Before I was born I was unwanted and given up for adoption. When I was born, nearly 

two months premature, I struggled for life within the walls of an incubator and beat the 

odds as I emerged alive. Then the doctors said I would never be able to walk because I 

was diagnosed after birth with Developmental Dysplasia of the Hips (DDH) 

compounded with deformed feet with toes that were stacked and tangled. But 14 years 

later in high school I ran as a member of the cross-country team. 

 

I survived severe mental and physical child abuse administered by the man who was 

supposed to be my father. I was sexually molested at the age of seven by my friend’s 

father on a two-week vacation to Disneyland. I curled up a little tighter inside and almost 

disappeared but I survived. I was shot up with cocaine at the age of twelve by my older 

brother (he was five years older) and found the false freedom provided by chemistry 

and I escaped from the pain and confusion that had enveloped my reality. At 17 I left 

college at Sac State to escape my step-father. At twenty-two, I was found “dead” by 

paramedics after an accidental overdose. 

 

Fast forward through the next twenty years to the night I was arrested in San Jose, a 

night that I now look back on with gratitude because, although I didn’t realize it at the 

time, it was the beginning of a new path. I was convicted of a felony, possession of a 

controlled substance with intent to sell and offered a chance to go to a rehab program 

followed by a transitional living program. The judge made it clear that if I failed to finish 

any of the requirements that I would sentenced from 8 to 15 years in the state prison.  

It has not been a smooth ride, but because of the support, guidance, and love that has 

been given to me freely along my journey I have been able to stay, grow strong and am 

well on my path to becoming the person I have always so deeply desired to be. 

 

I returned to college in September of 2009 and walked back on the Sacramento State 

University grounds as a student in 2013, twenty six years after my untimely departure, 

with a renewed determination to earn my degree and move forward in my life. I only 

have one year until I earn my BSW which will provide me with the credentials, 

experience, and knowledge necessary to secure a skilled position. My goal is to earn 

enough to become part of the working class and then to continue on with my education 

and to ultimately earn my MSW. 



Over my life course I have never held a “legal” job that has paid over $10/hr. and nearly 

all of these jobs would be classified as unskilled labor. While working in these unskilled 

positions I have often found myself barely able to pay the rent and the other monthly 

bills. I have waited in countless lines to get the food and clothing necessary to take care 

of myself and my children’s basic needs. I believe that my life experiences have 

empowered me and given me a unique perspective from which to view and interact with 

the broad range of people I will be serving as a social worker. 

 

As a social worker and in my personal life I will strive to empower each and every 

person with the resources and support necessary to enable them as I was once was so 

graciously enabled. I am the first person in my family to go to college and now that I 

have a better understanding of how the process works, I am able to pass that 

knowledge on to my children and empower them with the skills needed to successfully 

navigate college, and to become educated and financially secure adults.  

 

Today, I have a family made up of healthy, supportive people that I have chosen and 

who have chosen me to be integral parts of each other’s lives. Today, I have rightly 

taken back my personal identity as a person of worth, integrity, and self-determination, 

and as I look into the eyes of my daughter, at the wonderful young person she is 

blossoming into, I see hope for the future. I can and will pass this knowledge and way of 

living down to my children, planting the roots of our family tree in healthy, nurturing soil. 

 

By the time I was a young adult I had grown so tired of the life which had enveloped me 

that I stopped fighting. The world I existed in left me in the throes of addiction seeking to 

relieve and wipe away the persecutions of my past, even though the relief, in reality, 

was just an illusion. Through my journey in recovery I have rediscovered that I was born 

a fighter and through my life’s experiences I have emerged a survivor who now with a 

clear mind and a healthy support system has been enabled to move forward with her 

life. 

 


